
maintenance issues in either the enSine 
Iblock or the fuel system.

oil additive to fleets and workshops in the
US," he claims.

Additives are evolving to keep pace
with vehicle technology. The company has
just released an additive that sets a
benchmark. Complete Engine Treatment
provides answers to a range of potential

When added to any oil, Complete
Engine Treatment acts to combat
varnish and improve cold
temperature fluidity. This results in
greater protection from friction and
wear, whilst the operational lifetime
of the oil is extended. As a result,
garages can expect to see success
with engines known to burn oil.

When added to petrol or diesel
fuel systems. Complete Engine
Treatment cleans and lubricates
every component from the fuel
tank to the engine cylinders. Tars,
varnishes and other unwanted
deposits on valves and cylinder
heads are removed, while upper
cylinder walls, compression rings
and oil rings are lubricated.
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removes perf ormance inhibiting
deposits, protects against
corrosion, restores lost power,
improves MPG and helps to
lower emissions.

"As a preliminary repair option, it's a no
brainer," adds Dan Morgan.

The day-to-day performance of Power
Take Off (PTO) systems is often taken for
granted. PTOs feature in many systems
within a road vehicle these days and are
just as common in construction,
agriculture and trucks in general. Once
again, Lucas Oil warns that prevention is
better than cure. The hydraulic fluid that
drives them will see a major benefit from a
10% charge of Hydraulic Oil Booster and
Stop Leak. It adds to the operational life of
pumps, rams and seals and extends the life
of the hydraulic fluid itself.

Lucas Oil argues that as well as
providing added value for fleet customers,
they also increase profit margins at
workshops. Moreover, Dan Morgan says
that in helping to reduce downtime for
fleets, additives increase workshop
capacity for other workshop jobs to be
taken on at the same time.

"lt's a win-win." he adds.

For more information
lf you would like to learn more about the
products on offer from Lucas Oil, circle 051
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. The performance of on-board
, systems can be improved by
, additives, too, says Lucas Oil.

' When power steering fluid is
treated with an additive designed
to prevent lluid leaks - and
provide additional lubrication
from inside the system -

!!','l'l unnecessary maintenance is
avoided. It is a preventive

maintenance measure and an inexpensive
answer to squeaks and hard spots.Added to both systems, the treatment
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